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Since the internet bombshell launched by WikiLeaks' release of John Podesta emails and the
uncovered Comet Pizza's bizarre and suspicious activities leading to last fall's Pizzagate
scandal, and the simultaneous reporting of unprecedented number of arrests made in child sex
trafficking rings worldwide, clearly demonstrate that law enforcement is finally treating the
global epidemic seriously. Yet the systematic kidnapping, torturing and raping of children by
highly organized trafficking rings have barely if at all even scratched the surface of mainstream
media coverage, which has chosen to act as a complicit accomplice and partner-in-crime in the
unholiest of alliances with the child rapists themselves, consistently ignoring child sex
trafficking rings being operated by powerful members of the world's elite ruling class.
A prime example is the state owned BBC that knew for a number of decades that entertainer
Jimmy Savile was raping hundreds if not thousands of defenseless, innocent children
throughout the United Kingdom, and said and did absolutely nothing to stop it other than
punish and silence those few who came forth trying to expose the evil. Johnny Rotten of the
Sex Pistols was banned by the BBC after he spoke up and once the 37-year old TV presenter
Jill Dando called attention to the known pedophilia abuse at the BBC, she was abruptly
murdered outside her West London home in April 1999.
And now we're facing the exact same sort of criminal cover-up and retribution in America with
the Pizzagate turned PedoGate scandal, as more children are sacrificed in the interest of
protecting the guilty pedophiles. Again, the Podesta-Clinton connected Pizzagate is but one
local DC trafficking network exposed, but PedoGate represents the far global reach of all the
child sex trafficking rings that flourish worldwide. And why mainstream media continues to
ignore and pretend that this pure evil savagery isn't happening anywhere is pure diabolical
criminality in and of itself, especially when this epidemic has grown so egregiously out of

control that human trafficking as modern day slavery hit a record high in 2016. Last year's
7,572 cases of human trafficking jumped by 35% over the previous year. The UN estimates 1.8
million kids are trafficked into the global sex trade every year. We've received our collective
wake-up call.
Despite these cold hard monstrous facts, America's lame stream media continues to suppress
and protect demented sexual predators at the highest rungs of power, by its longstanding wall
of denial, ridicule and even assassination toward those courageous truth seekers,
whistleblowers and journalists contending that the planet's pedophilia scandal is every bit real.
Despite CBS Atlanta affiliate news anchor Ben Swann featuring a fair and accurate six minute
synopsis on Pizzagate in January, and then suddenly losing his job and his online presence
silenced with Ben's own "going dark" admission for weeks afterwards, MSM can no longer
sweep the inconvenient truth under the rug of denial and deception. We won't allow it.
No longer will the elite's despicable pedophile history be tolerated, enabling child rapists like
Jimmy Savile to violate and pimp British children for an entire half century, nor will President
George H. W. Bush's criminal role in the Franklin scandal cover-up be dismissed, nor last
year's exposure of disgraced congressional kingpin - former GOP Speaker of the House and
pedophile just two heartbeats away from US presidency Dennis Hastert. Eight US attorneys
were fired by President George W. Bush in December 2006 in order to protect convicted
lobbyist Jack Abramoff's sex ring, busily pimping trafficked in children, homosexual and lesbian
prostitutes to high government officials and elite media figures at the DC Hilton, Ritz Carlton
and Sheraton hotels. For decades pedophilia has thrived in our infested swamp of a capital.
For over a half century the global intelligence community like the CIA, Mossad and MI6
has in fact functioned as pedophilia pimps for the rich and powerful, supplying them
with child victims from poor communities, orphanages and group homes around the
world, joining the sins of the church in destroying countless young people's lives and
then covering them up. The heartrending video account by the Hampstead 9-year old sister
and her 8-year old brother of satanic ritualized sexual abuse and sacrificial murder drew little
response from local UK police other than place the innocent mother in jail. This case typifies
how the very agencies mandated to investigate and protect children instead become conduit
layers to cover-up and protect the child rapists.
Until just recently global law enforcement as simply standard operating procedure
protected the powerful in this world, historically turning a blind eye, abruptly
suspending and ceasing every investigation when child molesting perpetrators happen
to be presidents, prime ministers, congressional and parliament members, high court
judges, top spies, military brass, cabinet officials, famous entertainers, royalty,
prominent CEO's and police chiefs, head detectives and police commissioners. But all
that may well be changing now.
That said, a just released critique of the FBI's longstanding Operation Cross Country (OCC)
launched in 2008 that's designed to save children from pedophiliac rape only marks a return to
its J Edgar Hoover roots as a mere vice squad primarily out to gain federal funding and
favorable publicity based on questionable scant results that render the operation not worth the
hefty price tag. Also it siphons off monies from programs set aside for true minors while
more often than not services young adults. Actual innocent prepubescents abducted,

forced into the booming sex trade and trafficked across international and state borders
are few and far between, as the flawed FBI operations fail to even reach the major
pedophilia rings. Additionally, the punitive treatment of mostly older adolescents and young
adults (median age 17) caught up in these FBI stings are still subject to prostitution and
loitering arrests, placed in handcuffs, regularly interrogated and confined for days or weeks at a
time, while whatever sketchy, piecemeal services they do manage to receive grossly fail to
meet the multiple needs that this targeted population sorely could benefit from, specifically
basic shelter, safety, social support and love.
Three weeks ago President Trump held a meeting with advocates from various anti-human
trafficking organizations when he reiterated committing his Justice Department, Homeland
Security and federal law enforcement agencies to aggressively move forward with both
investigation as well as prosecution of child sex trafficking networks worldwide. Long before
Trump's initial press conference a month ago, promising to make busting human trafficking
rings among his top priorities, back on October 8th, 2012 the future president tweeted:
Got to do something about these missing children grabbed by the perverts. Too
many incidents - fast trial, death penalty.
In response, this unprecedented action by a US president to openly vow to remove the
scourge of worldwide pedophilia has thousands of powerful psychopathic child rapists
desperately waging an all-out siege to get rid of Trump before he gets rid of them. This
high stakes war easily explains why all the alleged biggest sex offenders - John McCain,
Lindsey Graham, Chuck Schumer, Tim Kaine, Diane Feinstein and Nancy Pelosi among
scores of others are Trump's most venomous, vicious and loudest enemies now. Deep state,
Obama and Soros' American Spring is bent on removing Trump from office.
We can readily point to the little fish caught in the big pond, Democratic and Republican
politicians and party staffers alike who've been busted engaging in pedophilia in recent years,
like John McCain's former campaign organizer. Or the recent arrest of Penn State Coach Jerry
Sandusky's no doubt abused, adopted son pedophile who recruited child victims. But until the
predators at the top of the pedo-food chain are summarily rounded up and indicted,
skeptics will keep reminding us "I told you so," and the vast majority of nonbelieving
Americans will not face this cold hard reality, regardless of how severe the global
epidemic caused by the sexual criminals at the top of the world's power pyramid really
is. As a direct consequence of the continued cover-up and lack of pending arrests, an
upcoming march on Washington DC's Lafayette Park to raise public awareness of the
PedoGate scandal is scheduled for March 25th at 11AM EDT.
One longtime thorn in the PedoGate saga is pedophile bigwig billionaire Jeffrey Epstein, due to
ongoing multiple lawsuits against him that simply won't go away. Within the last decade we've
learned that the Wall Street financier and registered sex offender has also been a Mossad
agent - a planted mole for Israel, who for years enticed high profile powerbrokers to his Virgin
Island Sex Slave mansion and his other estates in Palm Beach, New York City and New
Mexico, specifically to catch on hidden camera fellow pedophiles in action, so that they
and their careers could easily be blackmailed, manipulated and controlled. This
pathetically shocking reality, seeking the lowest dirt on others as a precious commodity and

insurance lifesaver, is how the game at the top is ruthlessly played, and it's worked
wonders for the Greater Israel Project, wielding power and control over the US Empire
to fight Israel's wars in the Middle East and permit the Jewish State to engage in
nonstop systematic genocide against Palestinians with impunity.
As far back as the late 1700's, Illuminati founder Adam Weishaupt laid the groundwork of the
Modus Operandi religiously followed to the T over the next several centuries, dictating how this
demonic power game at the top is covertly executed:
Use monetary and sex bribery to obtain control of people already occupying
positions in high places in the various levels of all governments and other fields of
endeavor. Once an influential person has fallen for the lies, deceits, and
temptations of the Illuminati, they are to be held in bondage by application of
political and other forms of blackmail, threats of financial ruin, public exposure, and
physical harm, and even death to themselves and their loved ones.
As an obedient disciple of the Satanic occult, disgraced convicted pedophile Jeffrey Epstein,
his gal pal socialite Ghislaine Maxwell and Israel have ensnared scores of ambitiously powerful
fool-tools into their dark blackmail web, forever more obediently deployed to do the
international crime cabal's dirty bidding. Ghislaine is the daughter of another controversial
Mossad agent, former British MP and media mogul Robert Maxwell, who in 1991 was likely
murdered aboard his yacht in the Canary Islands.
It's worth noting that pedophilia as a mental disorder is found almost exclusively in males,
relating to adult sexual attraction in the form of fantasies, sexual urges and/or arousal towards
prepubescent children usually younger than age 14, male or female. A related crime disorder is
pederasty, which is the erotic homosexual relationship between an adult male and a pubescent
or adolescent male. When acted out through sexual behavior directed upon a child victim, like
most forms of sexually deviant psychopathology, it's rarely a onetime deal. Similar to serial
rapists of adult victims, pedophiles will most often succumb to uncontrollable compulsions and
continue molesting children until they're ultimately caught. With a notoriously high recidivism
rate, androgen deprivation therapy is known to lower the testosterone level that in turn reduces
a pedophile's sex drive. OCD antidepressants are also prescribed with less side effects.
Pedophilia is difficult to effectively treat through conventional talk therapy though the cognitive
behavioral modality is the most common treatment. Pedophilia is also amongst the most
under-reported sex crimes of all, as only 1-10% of actual incidents of pedophilia are ever
disclosed, much less the offender caught, convicted and imprisoned.
Whereas only 1-5% of the general population is estimated to molest children, in stark contrast,
a projected one third of those employed at the highest levels of the federal government are
believed to be out-and-out child rapists. This alarmingly high number goes far in explaining why
there's so much formidable opposition and pushback currently against Trump, coming from
both political parties inside deep state, so overtly attempting to overthrow the sitting US
president. The entire crime cabal government stands to be destroyed if Trump
successfully follows through on his campaign promise to "drain the [pedophiliainfested] swamp." The big question is whether Trump himself has been compromised. He too
was in tight and ran with Epstein back in the day... and up till a couple days prior to last

November's election, he had a lawsuit and rape charge hanging over his head as well from an
alleged underage victim who at the last minute decided to withdraw her case.

Comment: It is likely that this last lawsuit mentioned (against Trump) was an opportunistic
attempt to extract money from him and tar his image further.

Much has been written about the Clinton's traveling on Epstein's Boeing 727 dubbed the "Lolita
Express" (Bill listed on the flight log at least 26 times and Hillary at least 6), both together but
more often separately, to their pedophile buddy's Sex Slave Island. Donald Trump as well is
listed as a witness for Epstein's upcoming civil suit trial brought by two of Epstein's victims filed
nearly eight years ago. Apparently it's on record that Donald Trump was also at one time a
close friend and guest at Jeffrey Epstein's homes on St. James Island, Palm Beach and New
York City during a time when underage girls were molested, plus, per a 2009 affidavit from
Epstein's brother Mark, the current president also rode on his pedo-pal's Lolita Express at least
once.
Additionally, the only reason today's civil case was initiated was because Trump's current
nominee for Labor Secretary, Alexander Acosta, acting as the lead prosecutor at the time,
secretly agreed to the original sweetheart deal with Alan Dershowitz (another Lolita Express
frequent flyer) and Epstein's defense team without bothering to inform the two victims, a clear
violation of the Victims Crime Act. Democratic senators intend to grill Acosta at his confirmation
hearing over his legal baggage that was set to begin this week but postponed till the end of the
month. Acosta allowed the Epstein case to stay at the state level, resulting in a 13-month, getout-of-jail card six days a week from his private wing at the local Palm Beach jailhouse where
the child rapist was allowed to leave all day long, instead of his federal crimes raping perhaps
hundreds of girls 13-17 that carry a standard 10 years to life sentence. Acosta's central role
in this flagrant travesty of justice makes him a remarkably odd and definitely wrong
Trump choice (to say the least) to oversee and protect America's labor force, both legal
and illegal. Illicitly forced labor in the US, epitomized by today's rising epidemic of sexual
slavery and child sex trafficking, renders Trump's selected Labor Secretary holding such a
shameful track record that he's the last person on earth who should be in charge of America's
labor rights.
During the last week of January 2017 another "Jane Doe," this one # 43, stepped forward to
slap yet another federal lawsuit against Jeffrey Epstein, Ghislaine Maxwell and her two other
female accomplices, filing evidence in a New York City district court that they lured and then
forced the underage girl into sexual slavery based on Epstein's broken promise that he would
use his connections and wealth to get her into college.
Meanwhile, there's also Virginia Roberts-Giuffre's pending lawsuit, also filed in New York City
against Epstein's former girlfriend Maxwell as Giuffre's alleged sex slave handler after
accusations that then Virginia Roberts was raped by Prince Andrew. In all three lawsuits under
oath Epstein will be forced to once again take the stand during cross examinations by the
victims' attorneys. More lurid evidence is bound to surface on his elaborate child sex trafficking
network operating throughout the 1990's up until his 2005 arrest, including the Clintons' pedo-

trafficking involvement along with scores of other "compromised" members of the elite.
Much of this ongoing Epstein dark saga has been meticulously chronicled by one central
pedophile player, disgraced former Congressman Anthony Weiner. After being implicated last
year in a child pornography case attempting to solicit nude photos from a North Carolina minor,
NYPD Victims Unit discovered a smoking gun trove of hardcore pedophilia evidence inside
Weiner's confiscated laptop containing over 650,000 emails, and dozens of files one labeled
"life insurance." A NY police chief stated the police found one photo depicting Hillary's twenty
year plus employed aide, lesbian lover, suspected Saudi intelligence operative and Weiner's
estranged wife Huma Abedin and Hillary caught in a sexually compromising pose with an
underage girl. The New York police turned their findings over to the FBI last October, which
pressured Director James Comey to reopen the criminal investigation against Hillary a week
and a half prior to the presidential election, no doubt playing a significant factor in causing her
defeat.
Meanwhile in recent months since then, desperate to avoid becoming a jailbird, Anthony
Weiner has taken to singing like a songbird. The initial claims from FBI insiders a month and a
half ago disclosing that newly confirmed Attorney General Jeff Sessions would be signing
scores of arrest warrants, including all those aforementioned politicians, has not yet occurred
because Weiner's allegedly been providing the FBI with more than enough convictable
evidence in exchange for not being charged with a sex crime himself. Thus, Weiner's full
disclosure is causing the delay in the pending high profile arrests.
In a related side development, in early February The Globe reported that aware of these "soon
to happen" arrests, Hillary Clinton was caught attempting to flee the United States on a flight to
Bahrain as the Gulf State nation holds no extradition laws with America. Also seeking leniency,
fellow perp Bill Clinton has apparently chosen to sing Weiner's tune, turning against his wife as
well. This dubious pair of serial sex offender politician husbands score miserably low on loyalty
and selfishly high on saving their own ass.

Comment: Interesting (though not surprising) if true!

In a Henry Makow article posted a month ago, Henry assesses the Trump administration,
questioning whether it too might be "infested with pedophiles." Makow refers to now deceased
videographer Tory Smith who he believes correctly asserted:
Child Protective Agencies, Immigration & Customs Enforcement, the Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency and the CIA are running a massive child
trafficking network [that] is credible. He says there are 39 Military Intelligence
Laboratories (Milabs) operated by DARPA and the CIA, connected with child
trafficking. This is consistent with what Carolyn Hamlett reported on this [Henry
Makow's] website in 2012.
Tory Smith openly accused Vice President Mike Pence of being "a pedophile and child

murderer," and that Pence was the globalist system's running mate choice foisted on Trump
not unlike Reagan's required VP was Bush senior. General Michael Flynn lost his National
Security Advisor job after only 24 days because Flynn was determined to take down the
pedophile cabal, and among the politicians on the FBI arrest list that Flynn had acquired was
Pence's best friend. Pence and the deep state ousted Flynn. Speculation exists over whether
Pence may have been responsible for Tory Smith's death for exposing Pence's child sex
trafficking.

Comment: Henry Makow is quite often so far in the Twilight Zone, that it would be best to
take this information with a heaping grain of salt. Still, there is at least some consistency with
everything else we've heard about Government agencies being such huge consumers of
porn, and being involved at some high level with sex trafficking.

To get an idea how pervasive and sinister these child sex trafficking rings are, the very
governmental agency designed to protect children in America - child protective services (CPS)
- mandated to operate in every county throughout the nation in charge of overseeing both the
child welfare and foster care system, has actually been caught repeatedly funnelling
children into the demonic sex slave trafficking rings for enormous financial profit no
less. It's a global problem as a child welfare officer in India was just arrested for selling
children into a trafficking ring. All 28 children who were sex crime trafficking victims rescued
last month in California's largest trafficking bust in state history were being "cared for" by
various county children and family services. In one Arizona study 1 in 8 children in CPS
placements are sexually abused. The statistics across the nation are highly disturbing. After
Georgia State Senator Nancy Schaefer heroically exposed countless cases of
nationwide CPS kidnapping, drugging and supplying children to trafficking rings for
additional revenue of up to $140,000 per child, in 2010 she and her husband were likely
murdered for bringing this heinous crime increasingly to public attention.
As a longtime licensed therapist butting heads on behalf of my child clients against this nation's
largest county CPS, LA County Department of Children and Family Services (DCFS) and LA
County Children's Court judges, I can attest firsthand to the severe abuse perpetrated on
America's youth placed under governmental authoritarian "care." The county service care- tochild sex trafficking pipeline is often supplied directly by CPS, foster parents, group homes,
kidnapped by both personnel operating within the child welfare system as well as criminals
operating outside the system.
Trafficking rings have received a steady flow of child victims as runaways at local bus stations,
homeless street youth exploited by predators and pimps for profit who snatch them into the
child sex industry, frequently using them to recruit their peers from nearby group homes. Kids'
average age entering this dark criminal world as horribly exploited child sex workers is only
twelve years old. But once in, their average life expectancy is only seven years, which means
as many youth never even reach young adulthood prior to being murdered, beaten, tortured,
starved or diseased to death.
A far greater volume of child sex slaves is more easily procured in war torn nations around the

globe. Like international drug smuggling, the CIA predatorily controls the global child
sex trafficking trade as well. Historically the UN "peacekeeping" forces and private US
contractors like DynCorp have also been notorious in buying and selling child sex
slaves from CIA run global trafficking rings. It's actually legal to sell children in nations
like Pakistan and Thailand where it's a $1 billion business. 8 million children end up
missing in the world every year. In the US 800,000 go missing. These numbers are staggering
and each year they're only growing worse. Well organized multi-billion dollar crime syndicates
operate massive interlocking trafficking rings globally. We can no longer afford to simply deny
reality. We must learn and understand the problem more.
A pattern of a symbiotic connection exists between those who work closely with children, like
CPS frequently in the role of ostensibly protecting them, and the sex trafficking networks that
horrifically abuse them. That's why those very professions entrusted to care for and protect
children all too often are the first line of abusers since they're in regular daily contact with
young people - schoolteachers, coaches, priests, social workers, health care workers, child
protection agencies and police officers to name a few.
An illustration of this dynamic can be found in the Pizzagate story. Located on the same
Northwest Washington DC block as the so called "family friendly" Comet Ping Pong, the
Pizzagate epicenter a short distance from the White House, lie several other restaurants with
business logos (identical to FBI listed symbols) linked to pedophilia. Located just three doors
down from Comet, another pizzeria, Besta Pizza, complete with the "boy love" logo, happens
to be owned by none other than high powered Bill Clinton appointed attorney Andrew Kline
who works in the Justice Department child trafficking division. Another federally employed US
attorney, Arun Rao, operating out of Comet's adjacent Maryland district, is also ironically in
charge of prosecuting child trafficking and pornography cases with Comet owner James
Alefantis' Instagram account filled with Rao's salaciously running commentary, suggesting
another fox guarding the henhouse. With a known underground tunnel system running below
these establishments, multiple signs of a not-so-secret pedo operation abound on that one
upscale DC block, with the fingerprints of the Podestas, Hillary Clinton and Barack Obama
written all over it.
The troubled lone gunman (prototypical of virtually every US false flag operation) who fired off
a couple rounds inside Comet Pizza in early December last year was very likely another deep
state prop or stooge designed to instantly discredit the online Pizzagate investigation and
convincingly tag its true believers as "conspiracy nuts." It also served to jump-start the deep
state campaign to prove how "dangerously irresponsible" so called "fake news" is,
triggering America's wackos into committing reprehensible acts of violence that warrant urgent
legislation to protect an imperiled public from further harm and endangerment.
Thus, Pizzagate was exploited by deep state as a nefarious, over-the-top scheme to censor
and eliminate alternative media from being able to continue exposing the truth about the evils
of both deep state criminality and specifically the pedophiles who run the world. But the false
flag facts remain - that lone gunman turned out to be yet another known actor, and both actor
and his father while serving as director of yet another NGO for Haitian children were employed
in Haiti just several years earlier, indelibly linked to the Clintons' pillaging of the poorest
Western Hemisphere nation where the infamous crime duo swindled billions from Haitian postearthquake victims.

Throw in Laura Silsby, a convicted child kidnapper and would-be trafficker of 33 Haitian kids,
who was legally aided and abetted by Hillary as then secretary of state, and the untimely,
highly suspicious death of young journalist Monica Petersen several days after last
November's election, effectively silencing Monica's ongoing investigation of Clinton ties to
Haitian child trafficking, and we have compelling, albeit circumstantial evidence linking the
Clintons to the global PedoGate scandal. And then if that's not enough, internet sleuths found
that Silsby and Alefantis, two protagonists in this pedo-scandal drama, apparently both showed
up as Obama White House guests on the very same day, September 26th, 2012.
Three weeks ago sex victim advocate and astute journalist Liz Crokin in a Townhall.com article
asked why mainstream news is not reporting the over 1,500 arrests made (474 in California
alone last month) against child sex trafficking rings during President Trump's very first month in
office as opposed to the entire year 2014 under Obama's watch when only 400 arrests
resulted. Crokin justifiably points out that fake stream news is conspicuously absent in
what should be among America's biggest news stories of the year. But then the answer to
her question is all too obvious. MSM and the pedophiles are one and the same. Case in point,
alleged pedophile John Podesta was just hired as the Washington Post's latest columnist.
We've witnessed overwhelming evidence that mainstream news only protects and covers up
the grossly criminal actions of the Clintons and Obamas, while regularly engaging in libellous
accusations against Donald Trump. Bottom line, MSM's role as the liberal left's propaganda
machine is to constantly lie and create only fake news rather than reveal the honest truth.
That's why Congress and Obama rushed through censorship legislation less than a month
prior to the traitor leaving office, handing over bogus authority to their prostitutes Google,
Facebook, Twitter, Reddit and MSM to eliminate the only truthful news source left to the people
- the independent media.
Flat out denial and looking the other way while pedophiles in our government continue harming
our children is simply the above enlisted prostitutes following their marching orders from the
pedophiles in charge. That's why they don't dare cover the truth that Trump is arresting
pedophiles en-masse like never before. One, it gives way too much credit to their sworn
enemy Trump who's out to bring them down, and two, children being saved from malicious
perverts would actually be good news for a change, and MSM thrives on only doom and gloom.
Positive news and useful information that offers hope and encouragement to the public is
simply not permitted. A longtime mainstream media edict has been to propagate and spread
only horror, dread, fear and paranoia for elitist purposes of easier population control. This in
turn cultivates and conditions a clueless, desperate populace dependent on a "benevolent"
central government for direction and protection.
With just a passing glimpse of the rampant pedophilia long entrenched in Hollywood, the
demonic signs are incessantly saturated throughout the film, TV and music industries,
especially featured on worldwide display in enormous venues like Super Bowl Sunday that
carry mass mind control effects over a captive, mesmerized global audience. The insidious
criminality, sinister promotion and sealed off protection of pedophilia kingpins in entertainment
are embedded everywhere in today's morally-lapsed, depraved Western culture. Brave young
actors like Corey Feldman, an admitted pedophile victim, and most recently Elijah Wood have
come forth as Hollywood whistleblowers. Wood referred to the current pedophile scandal

gripping Tinsel Town involving "very powerful figures" that are being protected "right at the top"
by elitist ties to Washington.
For some time now social engineers from the elitist ranks have been subversively working
towards normalizing and advocating pedophilia as a mere life choice, pushing its "nonharmful," "legal rights" message for its proponents. As a prime example, a 2014 New York
Times article maintains that pedophilia is a mental disorder but not a crime, arguing that a
pedophile attracted to prepubescents but who never acts on those impulses or thoughts never
commits a crime. Though true within the narrowly defined context, the rationalization it makes
fails to take into account the compulsive, at times out of control nature of pedophilia that drives
those afflicted to act out sexually towards children, and more often than not become a serial
pedophile or pederast.
As effort along the same destigmatizing lines, the American Psychiatric Association's
(APA) latest revised 2013 DSM-5 edition initially called for pedophiles who never act on
their sexual desires for children to be a sexual orientation rather than a formal mental
disorder. When barraged by a storm of opposition, the APA was forced to change its position,
drawing the distinction between sexual interest (and not orientation) while making the
disclaimer that the APA still recognizes pedophilic disorder as both a mental disorder among
other paraphilic disorders as well as a crime. However, the "error" on page 698 remains in
every diagnostician's hardcopy "bible," until the next print revision, as only the online e-DSM-5
was corrected. In the transparently persistent push (if not rush) to culturally normalize
pedophilia, APA's "Freudian slip" may well have been a barometric tack to test the waters of
tolerance toward the mental disorder that remains a serious sex crime. Regardless of diabolical
spin or label, child raping reminds us that "evil is as evil does."
Likewise, former President Obama and his minions pushed Common Core and his LGBT
agenda down our throats through his federalized public education system, willfully harming our
children right out of the kindergarten gate with developmentally inappropriate, sexually explicit
dogma that's been damaging, overloading and confusing recent generations of young
Americans toward gender identity issues that commonly manifest as confused gender roles,
sexual acting out and interpersonal relationship barriers that reflect a normalized cultural and
sexual pathology and dysfunction. Obama's statist attack on both family and parental rights
along with religion is but part of the elite's massive mind control operation to further its sinister
agenda.
When we the people can ultimately realize that the planetary controllers and their thirteen
ruling bloodlines have for centuries been engaging in ancient occult, Satanic worship and
Illuminati rituals that regularly involve child sacrifice, drinking youth blood and eating their flesh,
making snuff films, all part of their age-old devil worshipping practices, suddenly the agenda of
plotting and executing human genocide under the false guise of overpopulation doesn't seem
so farfetched either. Then and only then can we readily discern the epochal scope of today's
most dire and urgent crisis facing humanity at this critical juncture in our human history.
But in our favor, the evildoers have never been more exposed than they are right now,
and their greatest fear is an informed, educated and empowered world citizenry that
outnumbers them a million to one, coalescing in unified force and reaching critical
mass, committed to actively opposing and resisting the globalists' willful planetary and

life destruction through grassroots power of peaceful, non-violent civil disobedience
and spiritual evolution. Currently humanity has the technological means to cure every cancer
and disease, feed every human on earth, eliminate the planet's growing life-killing pollution and
radioactivity, and supply free energy to every household and transport vehicle that can cleanly,
unlimitedly fuel all our needs. These are all indisputable facts. By purging the evildoers from
power along with their debtor-slavery system and launching a financial reset, the human
species will at last be free to advance these technological facts into our everyday living and
breathing reality.
The economic system reset button is already underway, and the US fiat currency as the
standard international reserve is already over as a return to gold backing is well in progress.
Wallowing in pessimism and stagnating in cynicism is exactly where the globalists would prefer
us, knowing if we the global masses have already concluded that we're too powerless and
weak to ever change the course of history and cannot possibly defeat the destructive demonic
forces in control, their apocalyptic endgame's already been achieved. Neither should we
succumb to the elite's divide and conquer strategy, forever blaming others instead of seeking
the ultimate deeper truth that automatically holds the real criminals against humanity
accountable. Rather than fight amongst ourselves or give up and roll over and play dead as the
elite no doubt desires us to do, we must join forces in order to optimize our chances of
defeating them. If we love our children and want to leave a future for them, and we value life
over death, then we the people of planet earth simply have no other choice.
Joachim Hagopian is a West Point graduate and former US Army officer. He has written a
manuscript based on his unique military experience entitled "Don't Let The Bastards Getcha
Down." It examines and focuses on US international relations, leadership and national security
issues. After the military, Joachim earned a master's degree in Clinical Psychology and worked
as a licensed therapist in the mental health field with abused youth and adolescents for more
than a quarter century. In recent years he has focused on his writing, becoming an alternative
media journalist. His blog site is located here.
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